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Let A be an elementary abelian p-group, p odd and semi-regular. In the group-ring ZA con- 
sider units which lie in 2~C for some cyclic CCA, and let re(A) be the index of the subgroup 
generated by all of these in the full unit-group. Main result: rn(A) = I iff p is regular. Moreover 
re(A) is related to a certain group of ideal classes in ZA. 
1. Introduction 
If R is a commutative ring and A a finite abelian group, we denote by UkRA 
those units of the group-ring RA which are congruent 1 modulo the kth power 
of the augmentation ideal ARA = ker(RA ---,R) with A ~ {1}. It is well known (cf. 
[2, Lemma 2.6]) that U1ZA=A×U2ZA, the product being direct, and that 
the elements of U2ZA remain fixed under the involution u ~ u* defined by a*= a -l 
for aeA.  Thus U2ZA c_ U~-ZA, where the superscript + denotes ,-invariance. If 
the group-order [AI is odd, A+RA is spanned by elements of the form 
(a -  1)+(a -1 -  1)= - (a -  1)(a -1 -  1), and therefore A+CA 2 and U~- =/-/2. For such 
groups, U~ZA thus emerges as a convenient subgroup representing the torsion-free 
part of UZA. 
Let A be an elementary abelian group of order ]AI =p"  ÷ 1, p > 2. This paper will 
deal with various groups associated with the diagram 
11 , z4  P , II 
11 V~_pC Ctp , V~7/pA tiP ' H U~7/pK 
c K 
in which 7/p denotes the (complete) ring of p-adic integers, and C and K run over 
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all non-trivial cyclic subgroups and factor-groups, respectively. The products are 
direct, and a is simply a product of inclusions, while ~ is induced by obvious ring- 
homomorphisms RA --, RK. The map 2 (localization) comes from the ring-inclusion 
L4 ~pA.  
It has been shown (cf. [8, Lemma 3]) that the usual power-series defines an 
isomorphism log" U~-7/pA--~A +~_pA, so that the bottom row of (1) could be rewrit- 
ten in terms of A +. Furthermore it is known that up is an isomorphism [8, Lemma 
3], and that all the other horizontal arrows represent injections of finite p-power 
index (cf. [9]). 
The focus of our attention will be the finite p-group 
M= coker(coker(fl) , l  coker(flp)) 
derived from (1). In Section 3 below, it will be shown that M=Mo×N, where 
(a) I NI equals the index of ct, 
(b) logp IM0l = (n/2)(1 +p+ ...+pn)+(1-p)+...+(1 _pn), 
(c) N= I'I, Nz,, where k = 1, ..., (p -  3)/2, and Nzk is trivial, unless the Bernoulli 
number Bz, vanishes in Uzp. 
In particular, N= {0} i fp  is regular. If p is semi-regular (as all primes are conjec- 
tured to be, of. [10, Chapter 5, §4]), we can explicitly compute the order of N® Fp, 
cf. Theorem 3.4, below. The main interest here is in (a), which says that INI 
'measures' those units of LA which cannot be written as products of 'cyclic' units. 
It will be seen that Ng: {0}, for irregular, semi-regular p. 
Section 4 will make the connection between M and the kernel D of the class-group 
map c l (L4) - , c l (~) ,  ~¢4 the maximal order in QA. It turns out that M=D +, the 
• -invariant part of D. This complements the computation of D-  in [4]. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we delve into the more or less well-known and assemble a few 
useful facts. 
Our first task is to describe the image of ZA under the Wedderburn isomorphism 
QA-'; 1-I 
(a 
where (o runs over Q-irreducible characters of A. Of course, each E~ = Q[(~] is a 
cyclotomic field, and ZA winds up in l-I~, 7/[(~,]. We claim that a 'vector' {b~,} in 
this product lies in the image of 7_,4 if and only if for each a e A 
Tr~[(o(a -l)b~] --0 mod Ial, 
where Try, is the absolute trace ;E[(~] ~ Z. 
This follows from the fact that any f= y,a~af(a)aeQA can be reconstructed 
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from its Wedderburn components (p(f) by the usual trick, 
IAIf(a) -- 2~ Tr,[q,(a -1 )q'(f)], 
(0 
of equating two evaluations of the regular character on a- lf=f(a). 1 + ~x.  1 f(ax)x. 
This works for any finite abelian A and, mutatis mutandi, any reasonable coeffi- 
cient ring instead of 7/. It shows, for example, that ZtA is the maximal order in 
©tA if 1 is prime to IAI- 
Now let A be elementary abelian as in the introduction. Apart from the trivial 
character ~Po, there are (1 +p+- - -+pn)  characters ~p, each of which factors over the 
cyclic group K, = A/ker(~p). For fe  ©A, let f ,  denote the image in ©K,. Applying 
the formula to K,, we get 
pf~(c) = q~0(f) + Try0 [~P( c-1 )~P(f)], 
whereas on A ,  we have 
pn + if(a) = ~Po(f) + 
hence 
Tr~ [~P(a-1)~P(f)] 
(o :# ~Oo 
= ¢Po(f) + 2~ [pf , (a,) -  ~Po(f)], 
¢P :¢: ¢Po 
pnf(a)=_(1 +p+.. .+pn-l)~%(f)+ ~ f,(a,).  
~ #: (oo 
This means that, given a set {f~o~ZK,} of cyclic group-ring elements with a 
common augmentation fo, there exists an element f~ZA such that f l(f)= 
{f,} ~ I-[~o**o ZK, if and only if the congruences 
E f~o(a~)-=( 1 +P+'"+Pn- l ) fo  
~:~0 
are solvable modulo pn. If f~ ~ UIiF_K~ for each (o, the resulting f~ L4 will also be 
in UIT/A since it is invertible in the maximal order of ©A (of. [12, Proposition 3]). 
The solvability of the required congruences can be checked in any ring R which 
detects divisibility by pn, i.e. such that ffpnT])=ffZ)NpnR, where t :Z-~R is the 
canonical homomorphism. We have proved 






' II u1RK 
K 
is a fiber product. [] 
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We shall apply this lemma with R =Zp, but we could also get away with R = 
7//p'7/, for instance. 
The rest of this section will be concerned with a description of the very simple 
representation theory of 7/pG-modules, where G= IF~ acts canonically and com- 
patibly on all elementary abelian groups and related structures. We first note that 
the reduction map 7/p -~ 0:p has a canonical right inverse r:  0:p ~ 7/p and that the ab- 
solutely irreducible characters of G are precisely the maps rd :g  ~'t'(g) d for 
d= l, . . . ,p -  1. Since (p -  1) -1 e7/p as well, 7/pG contains (p -  1) orthogonal idem- 
= lid= l edT/p G. Hence, potents ed, and 7/pG p-1 
(i) every 7/pG-module M has a canonical decomposition M= 1-IdMa, where 
Md=ed • M and G acts on M d via the character rd, i.e. multiplication with 
something in Zp, 
(ii) every indecomposable 7/pG-module must therefore be indecomposable over 
7/p, i.e. isomorphic to a factor-module of 7/p, d, where 7/p, a = ed.7/pG is just Zp with 
a certain G-action. 
We now turn to studying the G-structure of the diagram 
V 7/K 2 Q , U~-7/RK , U?~pK 
lo, l l,n 
ZI + 7/pK , A + ~=pK Q 
(2) 
where K is cyclic of order p. Of course, all these maps are G-maps; ~. is injective, 
(reduction of coefficients) both times surjective, and the vertical arrows are group- 
isomorphisms: log defined by the usual power-series and In by the first (p -  1) terms 
thereof. We make this notational distinction because, a priori, Q log(1 + t) and 
lnQ(1 +t) differ by the term ~o(tP/p), which luckily vanishes for t~d+7/pK since 
A + CA 2 and ordp(tP)>_2. After this remark, we can forget about 'In' and call a log 
a log. 
We begin our study in the lower right corner of (2). Let K = (x) and put t = x -  1, 
z = log(1 + t); t and z are both generators of A 0:pK, but z has the advantage that 
(ZIIFpK)d = IFp. Z a. To see this, write x=exp z hence xa= exp(az). Now x~.x a is 
precisely the way G acts on K, and this multiplies z by a, z d by a d. In particular, 
z*= -z ,  which shows that A+IFpK= ~k IFp. Z 2k for k= 1, . . . , (p -  1)/2. 
A+ZpK is a free 7/p-module with basis {(x i -  1)+(x - i -  1)1 i--1, ..., (p -1 ) /2} .  
Since Q must send (A+ZpK)a into IFp. z d, it follows that A+7/pK= ~,kZp,2k over G 
where k = 1, ..., (p -  1)/2. Ditto for U~7/pK. 
Finally, U~ZK is a free 7/-module of rank (p -3 ) /2  by Dirichlet's unit 
theorem. Since G acts as the Galois group on UiZ[(p], into which U(ZK injects, 
and since rational units are scarce, it follows that U~-ZK has no G-invariant 
elements, i.e. z p-  l does not occur. However, A ® 7/p : [Ui~LKI ® 7/p-, U~7/pK is 
still injective and must respect the G-action. Hence ([U~ZK]®7/p)a---7/p,d for 
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d = 2k, k = 1, ..., (p -  3)/2, and trivial otherwise. 
Let us summarize. 
Lemma 2.2. As EpG-modules, both U{Y_pK and [U~EK]®E# are direct products 
o f  Ep,2k, where k runs from 1 to (p -  1)/2 in the first case and only up to (p -  3)/2 
in the second. [] 
Convention. Since all groups in diagrams (1) and (2) are .-invariant, G acts on them 
modulo the subgroup {_  1}, -1  e G being the famous ..  Therefore only even 
characters r 2k occur in the sequel. Whenever we use the notation M a, ZR, a, etc. just 
described, we shah henceforth assume that d= 2k, k= 1, ..., (p -  1)/2. 
The time has come to get the Bernoulli numbers into the act without making the 
story too long. The heart of the matter is the following fact relating to diagram (2). 
Fact. The range of the composite @ o log o ;t" U{Y_K~A +FpK contains the elements 
B2k z2g, where k = 1, .. . ,  (p -  3)/2, and z = log x has the same meaning as in the text 
preceding Lemma 2.2. 
The proof of this fact is written down explicitly in [7, paragraph 4] or can be 
gleaned without much effort from [1, Chapter V, §6.3], provided that one knows 
how to use the arrow U~ZK~ UZ[fp] in reverse by raising a unit of Z[(p] to a cer- 
tain power (at most p -  1) and adjusting the result by a root of unity in order to 
get a pre-image in U~ZK. In E[(p] there are certain standard units 1 + (+- - .  + (r, 
2 _< r___ (p -  1)/2, whose relatives in U~ZK are responsible for catching the B2kZ 2e in 
the image of O o log o 2. These relatives of the standard units generate a subgroup 
UI~ZKc U~-ZK of index jho, where j is a product of divisors of p -  1, and h 0 is the 
class-number of 7/[(p+ (pl ]. This is easily derived from the corresponding phe- 
nomenon in Z[(p], cf. [1, Chapter V, §5.2]. 
The lack of detail in the preceding description will not seriously hurt this exposi- 
tion since we shall concentrate our attention on semi-regular primes p, i.e. those for 
which h 0 is prime to p. Luckily, no primes are known to be non-semi-regular nd 
most experts seem to believe that all primes are semi-regular ("Vandiver's conjec- 
ture",  cf. [10], loc. cit.). 
If p is semi-regular, [U~ZK: U~EK] is prime to p, and the image of 
2k @ o log o ,~. U~EK~A+~-pK is spanned by {B2kZ }, k= 1, ..., (p -  3)/2. Of course, 
this homomorphism kills pth powers and hence factors over a map 
IJ " U? ~K/ (U~ ~ZK) p ---~ A +~:pK. 
Being a p-group, the domain of this map is a EpG-module, and we can slice/z ac- 
cording to the characters z 2k of G. 
The fact that (/I ff:pK)d = ff:p. Z d, as shown in the context of Lemma 2.2, now suf- 
fices to prove 
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Lemma 2.3. im(p2k) = ~:p" B2kZ 2e for  k = 1,... ,  (p - 3)/2. 
In other words, P2k is the null-map or an isomorphism, depending on whether or 
not B2k vanishes in D:p. 
3. Two cokerneis 
We begin by copying diagram (1) in the following abbreviated form: 
X ,Y  ,Z  
, Y' ~Z' X, 
Since, by Lemma 2.1, the square on the right is a fiber product, we obtain an 
injection 1Z/Y  ; t  Z ' /Y '  whose cokernel we denote by M. Equivalently, we could 
write the exact sequence 
O ~ L---} F--. F'---} M--} O, (3) 
where L = Y /X ,  F= Z /X ,  F '= Z ' /X ' ,  the advantage of which is the close relation 
between F and F '  expressed by the following proposition: 
Proposit ion 3.1. For each even d<p-1 ,  the ZpG-modules F d and F~ are 
isomorphic. 
Proof. The basic reason is that both groups can be identified with the cokernel of 
one and the same matrix acting on a free 7/p-module of the appropriate size. 
For this identification, let PCA be a set containing exactly one non-trivial ele- 
ment from every non-trivial cyclic subgroup C C A. P serves as an index set for the 
various injections ~=p-'-~=px=Cx--+A involved in the definition of a. If 
~0 :A x A ~ ~:p is a non-degenerate pairing, P can also serve as an index set for the 
projections ~o(-, y) : A --} 0:p = Ky which together define ft. If one follows an element 
of D:p through the composition 0:p x ,A Y, 0:p, one sees that it gets multiplied by 
y). 
Now let E be a functor from elementary abelian p-groups to 7/p-modules such 
that E(0) = 0. By sheer functoriality, G then acts on all the image-modules E(A). The 
i The same injectivity will be obtained in Section 4, sequence (6), by other means; the main function 
of Lemma 2.1 is to make the present section independent of the next. 
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corresponding map ye: l-lxE(Cx)-~ Fly E(Ky) is still given by the matrix (¢(x, y)), 
whose non-zero entries now have to be interpreted as elements of G acting on 
E(g:p), while 0 yields the map E(g:p)-~E(O)=O. 
If E(A) = (U~ZpA)d, we get/-'~ as the cokernel of the matrix (Td~0(X, y)) acting on 
Zip PI, because (U?ZpC)d~--Zp, d by Lemma 2.2. 
In order to deal similarly with/ ' ,  we first note that, being a finite p-group, it is 
also the cokernel of Y®Zp, where y=f loa .  Now we take E(A)--[(U(ZA)®Zp]d, 
i.e. we turn a free Z-module into a free Zp-module and again take the 'slice' cor- 
responding to r d. By Lemma 2.2, we again find E(C)=Zp, d, and F d results from 
the same matrix (zd~o(x,y)) acting on Zp [PI. [] 
Remark. The order of F is computed in [9]. It turns out that logplF[ = 
n/2 IPI. (p -  3)/2. By Proposition 3.1, ~klOgp Ir2'kl with l<k<_(p-3) /2  has the 
same value. 
Proposition 3.2. Fp_ 1 iS triv&l, and 
logp IFp_ 11 =½n(1 +p+.' .+pn)+(1--p)+'"+(1--pn).  
Proof. Since the trivial character r p- 1 does not occur in the G-structure of X or Z 
(cf. Lemma 2.2), the first statement is obvious. For the second, we go back to the 
proof of Proposition 3.1, with E(A) = (U~T/pA)p_ 1= (U~7/pA) G, and compute the 
index of Xp_ 1 in Zp_ 1 as the determinant of the matrix (~(x, y)) = (~0(x, y)P- l), 
whose entries are 0 or 1 depending on whether or not ~0(x, y) is 0. Multiplying it with 
its transpose, thus squaring the determinant, we obtain the P×P-matr ix  
S(x,y) = ~zeP g/(x, z)g/(y, z). Since every summand is unchanged when we replace z
by az, with ae  ~,  we get (p -  1)S(x,y)= ~z~A ~(X,Z)~(y, Z). By suitably choosing 
coordinates in A with respect o the linear functionals ~0(x, - )  and ~0(y, - ) ,  it is easy 
to see that 
f pn, x = y, 
S(x,y)= (pn- l (p_  1), x ,y ,  
and to evaluate its determinant by row-reduction, thus obtaining the result. Details 
of this computation can be found in the proof of the theorem in [6]. [] 
Combining Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 with a contemplation of the exact sequences 
O~ La ~ re ~ F~-~ Me-~O, (3d) 
resulting from (3) by restriction to irreducible G-modules, we have now established 
the assertions (a) and (b) of the introduction. We restate this as 
Theorem 3.3. Let L =coker(a) as in diagram (1). Then IL2kl = [M2k[ for  k= 
1,..., (p -  3)/2. 
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Moreover, MR_ 1 has the order given in Proposition 3.2. [] 
Our attention must now turn to estimating the size of N, i.e. of M d for d<p-  1. 
Another way of writing sequence (3), namely 
0 ~ Y /X~ Z/X~ Z ' /Y '  " *M~ O, 
yields the exact sequence 
0--, Y--*Z× Y'---,Z'---,M~O, (4) 
which has a kind of Mayer-Vietoris flavor arising from the pullback in diagram 
(1 *). Reducing modulo p and slicing according to G-characters, we obtain exact se- 
quences 
where the bar always means reduction modulo p, i.e. tensoring with tip. Explicitly, 
each of these shows ~7f a as the cokernel of the map 
I~ (U~ZK)ax(UfZpA)a -~ H (U~ZpK)a 
K K 
or, via logarithms 
I I  (U~-ZK)dX(A+tipA)d - '  I-I (A+tipK)d, 
K K 
which is the difference between 1-IK~d (cf. Lemma 2.3) and (tip)e. 
Now let p be semi-regular. Then, by Lemma 2.3, F/d is the null-map for all d = 2k 
with B2k-----0 in Pp. In these cases  2~t d = coker(flp)d = coker(pp)a, Otp being an isomor- 
phism. By the main result of [6], the rank of (gp)d is (d+n), the number of 
monomials of degree d in n + 1 indeterminates. If, however, B2k :~ 0 in tip, ad is an 
isomorphism, and Aqr d is trivial. Thus we have 
Theorem 3.4. Let p be semi-regular. Then, for  d= 2k < p -  1, d imMa® ff:p equals 
1 +p+ ... +pn_  (a+n) or O, depending on whether or not B2k vanishes in tip. [] 
We can give a coarser but prettier estimate, based solely on the number 8p of 
B2k, 2k<p-1 ,  vanishing in tip. 
Corollary 3.5. Let p be semi-regular, and N= ~d<p- 1 Md" Then 
(1 +p+...+pn)Op>_dimN®tip>-(1 +p+. . .+pn- l )Op.  
Proof. This simply results from the inequality pn d+n --( ,7 )>--0 which can be most 
d+n easily seen as follows: for d<p-1 ,  ( n ) is number of integral (n+ 1)-tuples 
(o0, ..., on) such that 
(i) 0<_ v j<_p-  1 
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and 
(ii) Oo +. . .  + On = d, 
whereas pn is the number of such objects satisfying (i) and 
(iii) Oo + "" + On = d mod p. [] 
Remark. If [A[ =p2, i.e. n = 1, the cokernel F of y is elementary abelian by [6, 
paragraph 4], and so is L. The same is true of Hk F2'k, k= 1, ..., (p -3 ) /2 ,  and 
hence of M. Therefore, the number appearing in Theorem 3.4, namely p - d, equals 
logp IMdl--logp Ital. For instance, if p= 37, the Bernoulli number B32 is the only 
one which dies modulo p and logp IMt =logp ILl =5. Thus, the group of units in 
U~-ZA which can be obtained from cyclic subgroups has index 375 instead of 1, as 
had been hoped (cf. [7]). 
If n> 1, the equality [Ldl = [Nd[ together with Theorem 3.4 still gives estimates 
of ILl. In this connection it is interesting to observe that the number of cycles of 
any non-trivial L a is at least p -d ,  since A contains subgroups of order p2. 
4. Class groups  
Let H be a finite dimensional, separable, commutative Q-algebra with an 
'augmentation' x :H~©,  i.e. a retraction of the canonical map r: © ~H.  We shall 
consider orders d of H. Since x (d)  is a subring of © which is finitely generated 
over Z, we have x :~-~Z.  
Following [3], we consider the group c l (d )=J (H) /U(H) .  W(d) ,  where J (H)  
denotes the idele group of H, U(H) the units of H looked at as principal ideles (i.e. 
diagonally embedded), and W(d)  those ideles (... ut... ) such that ut ~ U(~t)  for all 
l. Incidentally, the set S = {l} of places over which our ideles form a restricted pro- 
duct may or may not include the infinite place, but it must include all finite ones. 
Under these circumstances, Fr6hlich shows that c l (d)  is canonically isomorphic to 
the ideal class group of ~'  (cf. [3, Theorem 1]). 
Now let ~ be another order of Hwith ~¢C ,~. The definition of c l (d)  then leads 
to an exact sequence 
1 ~ U(~ ) /U(~I)  ~ W(~O )/W(~n~)--, c l (d )  ---, c l ( ,~ )---, 1, (5) 
whose derivation, via Noether's various isomorphism theorems and easy formulas 
like U(d)= W(d)N U(H), is purely formal. [3, Corollary 1] asserts the exactness 
of (5) for the case where ~ is a maximal order; but the proof makes no use of this 
restriction. We split (5) into two exact sequences 
1 ~ U( , .~) /U(d)~ W(, .~)/W(, .n?)~ D(d ,  ,.~ )--. 1, 
1 --* D(,.n¢, ,-q~ )--, cl(,.~')--, cl(,.~ ) ~ 1, 
(5a) 
(Sb) 
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and concentrate on (5a). The term W(~)/W(~)  is easily replaced by 
Htzs(~,aa) U(~at)/U(Jgt), where S(d, ~)= {ll This is a finite set, 
because at almost all places U(~Ct) = U(dgt), d¢ denoting the maximal order of H. 
So far we have not used the augmentation x. We do so now in order to see that 
the group U1 = {u~ U I x(u)= 1} splits off as a direct factor in each case, whether 
it be U(d),  U(dt), U(~), or U(gSt). Hence we can replace U by Ul wherever U 
occurs in (5a), even when hidden as a factor of W. 
Finally, we assume that, for our ~¢, U(,~¢/) = U(d,t ) for all I except a single finite 
prime p. Then (5a) takes the form 
1 -'* U 1 (~) /V l  (o~g) --~ Vl(,-~p)/Ul(t~p) "~D(ag, ~ )- ,  1, (6) 
which, in analogy to sequence (4) of Section 3, we write as 
1 ~ UI(d)~ UI(~ ) × Ul(dp)~ Ul(~t?p)~ D(~¢, ~ )~ 1. (7) 
Now we come back to group-rings, taking H = ©A and ~ = ZA. If A is an abelian 
p-group, S(~¢, dr') = {p} because ~¢C ~ C IA 1-1~¢, as the reader may look up in [11, 
Theorem 41.1], or deduce from the character elation IA] f (a)= ~,Tr , (p(a- l f )  
used in the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
From now on, A will again be the elementary abelian p-group of order pn +1 
For ~ we now take the subring of ilK ZK consisting of all K-tuples (... OK...) for 
which the augmentations ×(OK) are independent of the subscript K. Obviously 
U I (~)= H/~ Ul ZK, and this is where we connect with the first part of our story. 
The maximal order Jig is Z × ilk Z[(K], as given by Wedderburn's decomposition 
of ©A, and Ul(dg) = HK UZ[(K]. By a lucky coincidence ZpK= Zp × Zp[(] decom- 
poses exactly like ZK, and hence U 1 (~p)= HK UZp [(K]. 
Proposition 4.1. D(d ,  ~)=D(o¢ ,  all). 
Proof. We have c l (d )~c l (Se)~c l (d¢) ,  and D(~¢, ~)CD(d ,d¢)  by their defini- 
tion through sequence (5b). From sequence (7), we obtain the following diagram 
with exact rows: 
n UI~-Kx UIZpA 
K 
, D(d,  ~)  ,1 ' H v, zpK 
' I I uT/pI KI 
K 
H UT/[(K] × U~ZpA , D(,~¢, dt) ,1 
K 
where the vertical arrows result from the inclusion ~ ~d¢,  and the bottom row is 
another copy of (7) in which dr' replaces ~.  The elementary exact sequence 
× 
1 ~ U~ZK~ UZ[(] ---, fl:p ~ 1 
and its analogue over 7/p show that [U7/[(] - U1ZK] = [UT/p[(] - UIZpK]. Hence the 
orders of D(~¢, Be) and D(d,  dr') are equal. [] 
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Remark. The last-mentioned exact sequence gives an isomorphism between U1ZK 
and the group UIZ[(] of units of Z[(] which are congruent o 1 modulo ( ( -1 ) .  
Analogously one gets UI~_pK--~ Ul~/p[(]. 
We can now forget ~g and work with the inclusion d~ 88. The next move will 
be to split the terms of (7) into odd and even parts with respect o the .-involution. 
U1ZA =A × U~ZA is such a splitting for ZA. In the p-adic case, it would suffice 
to point out that U1ZpA is uniquely divisible by 2, as can be deduced from local 
number theory (cf. [5, §15.5]), since the inclusion d-->8~ reduces the question to 
UI~_K and thence to UZp[(]. 
However, it is more appropriate to stay on the level of group-rings and use the 
formula 
U1ZpA = A × U27/pA, 
which is valid for any abelian p-group. It is proved, just as in [2, Lemma 2.6], 
t r that for p-adic coefficients va=ma+vap, ma6Y, one gets l+~ava(a-1  ) -  
t r I-[aama+ ~aVa(a p --l) modulo A 2, and the last term can be killed by choosing r
high enough. The well-known isomorphism A~A/A  2 induced by a~ a -1  (and 
tensored with 77p), shows that A f) U2Y_pA = { 1 }. 
Next one can copy the proofs of [8, Lemma 2 and Lemma 30)] to conclude that, 
for elementary abelian A, there is an isomorphism log" U2ZpA ~A2ZpA onto a 
free Zp-module. The main difference between U2Y_A and U2ZpA is that the former 
lies in U +, while the latter splits, U27/pA- (U2ZpA)-× (U2;YpA) +, into two sub- 
stantial chunks. 
For the record, we copy the even part of (7), 
1 --, U~(d).---," Ui"-(,..~) x U~(,.dp)~ U~(Xp)- ->D + ---> 1, 
only to find that we have seen this before as sequence (4) in Section 3, which proves 
the following result: 
Theorem 4.2. Let D=ker(cl(~g)-~cl(~g)). Then D + =M. [] 
Corollary 4.3. 
logp ID+I 
n pn+l  _ 1 
2 p -1  
with equality if  p is regular. [] 
+(1 -p)+. . .+(1 -pn) ,  
Remark. For [D-I, Fr6hlich [4] has obtained the larger number 
n = (pn+l 1) + (1-p)  + "" + (1-pn). logp [D-[ ~- - 
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